EYES ON PLANES FROM 129 KM AWAY

TRAVEL
O T TAWA C I T I Z E N

An airport in the U.K. is moving its air traffic controllers 120 kilometres away from
the tarmac — but bosses insist flyers will
be in safe hands.
“Passengers won’t notice anything different,” London City airport CEO Declan
Collier said.
“It will only improve what we’re doing.”
From 2019, pilots using the runway at the
airport in the heart of the city’s financial

district will be directed by staff at a location in rural Hampshire 129 km from the
control tower.
The controllers will direct planes using
14 high-definition cameras and an ultrapowerful zoom lens attached to a 50-metre tower near the runway, The Independent said.
They will be fed data from “super fast”
and secure fibre connections.
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Emmett Kelly at the John & Mable Ringling Museum of Art. In 1933, Kelly created a clown character based on the hobos of the Depression. Once he
put on his makeup, hat and handmade ragbag suit, Kelly was transformed into Weary Willie — the mute, never-smiling tramp. P HOTO S: HAYLEY JUHL

Florida museums offer portrait of merry carnivals from days gone by

THE BEST
SHOWTOWN
ON EARTH
H AY L EY J U H L

There’s a little orange cat with big
white ears that are grey with dust.
He’s scruffy — a little wild — and
he’s crouched in the shadow of a
carnival trailer.
The trailer is bright red, and
painted on the side is the giant face
of a fierce tiger with clean white
stripes.
Welcome to the best showtown
on Earth.
Gibsonton, Fla., better known
as Gibtown, was a fishing town
near the winter headquarters of
the Ringling Bros. circus in the
1920s, with a restaurant run by
The World’s Strangest Married
Couple — 7-foot-5 (or 8-foot-5,

depending on who you ask) giant
Al Tomaini and his legless wife,
Jeannie, who was 2-foot-5.
Their restaurant, and the town
they called home, wasn’t a tourist
attraction. Nor was the post office,
which was the only one in America
to have a counter just for dwarfs.
“We settled here to be among our
own without the prying eyes of and
vacant stares of outside society,”
says David (Doc) Rivera, executive director of the International
Independent Showmen’s Museum
and an expert on travelling shows
in America.
He says outsiders would warn
against visiting after dark.
“‘Stay out of Gibtown, those
carnies will steal your children.’

We perpetuated the myth to keep
them away.”
Inside the museum, canned carnival music echoes off the rafters
and lights flicker over sideshow
exhibits, and games of chance and
skill. A full-sized ferris wheel, one
of the first to operate in the U.S.,
spins slowly under the watch of a
mannequin ticket-taker. There is a
child-size carousel from the 1950s
and funhouse mirrors to crush or
stretch or split visitors in half. And
there are stories of mutants and
marvels.
Here is Ashley Braistle, otherwise known as the Four-Legged
Woman. The placard in front of her
mannequin, which has a full set of
perfectly formed legs between her

other set of perfectly formed legs,
claims she is the result of a condition wherein a conjoined twin is
partially absorbed before birth. It
has become socially taboo to display one’s mutation in travelling
carnivals, the plaque says, and Braistle is said to live in a small town
and does not perform.
Here is Percilla the monkey
girl, who had a full black beard
and whose parents moved her to
the U.S. from Puerto Rico to earn
a living on the back of her hypertrichosis. She met and fell in love
with The Alligator Skinned Man
and they also billed themselves
as The World’s Strangest Married
Couple.

A MARRIAGE
OF GIANTS
The Barnum & Bailey Circus
was founded in the 1870s,
just ahead of the Ringlings’
1884 founding. But Barnum
& Bailey drifted off to Europe
for a decade.
“Their first performance
back in the country was in
1903 and, lo and behold,
here was this huge Ringling
Bros. show, which was much
smaller when the show left to
go to Europe,” says Deborah
Walk, assistant director of
legacy and circus at the John
and Mable Ringling Museum
of Art. “When they came back,
here was this massive force.”
When John A. Bailey died,
the Ringlings made the financially bold decision, in the
middle of a global economic
downturn, to purchase the
circus for US$410,000. For
another US$100,000 they
bought the title to go with it:
The Greatest Show on Earth.
Renowned circus ringmaster Fred Bradna called
the Ringling brothers “the
five-headed hydra,” a powerful human machine, each
doing very distinct tasks that
allowed them to run the circuses separately. When three
of the brothers died between
1911 and 1919, Charles and
John Ringling combined the
shows for efficiency.
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The International Independent Showmen’s Museum contains more than 52,000 square feet of carnival and travelling show history, including a painting of a carnival train, left, by David (Doc) Rivera.

